Whereas, the locals insist on convincing us that Long Beach is truly a Central Place by holding its opening and closing ceremonies in what should be called the Walter Christaller Memorial Hall, based on its singular Hexagon-dedicated wallpaper, and Whereas, the Herbaldeath folks apparently reached one of our own committee members, Jennifer Helzer's absence from our committee meeting being explained by her sighting in one the Herbal folks' offi cial stretch Hummers, soaking in their mobile hot tub, and Whereas, the Hilton Hotel, in promoting the divine-like status of its founder, provides Conrad Hilton biographies in every room in place of the usual Gideon Bible or Book of Mormon, and Whereas, for the fi rst time, one of our Saturday aft ernoon sessions was displaced by a Th ai wedding, the pastor performing the ceremony known as the Th ai that binds, and Whereas, the geography department as CSULB went to extraordinary lengths to try to convince those of us who know better that there really is a Los Angeles River, by importing an environmental historian to make false testimony wherein she demonstrated with her own slides that there is really only a giant concrete drainage channel, and Whereas those of us from outside SoCal are led to wonder if Angelinos really have as many entertainment options as reported, since evidence was provided that large groups of people actually make special trips that they pay for to go and look at this large concrete ditch, and Whereas, on the fi eld trip to the base of the San Gabriel Mountains, fi eldtrippers learned that, inexplicably, rock material that has naturally moved downslope is then transported back upslope and redeposited there, the transporters apparently unaware of gravity and the ability of those same rocks to descend again, leading to a new term, "rock recidivism, " wherein the same rocks frequently reappear at the bottom of the slopes, resulting in a new law wherein the rocks are shot if this happens more than three times, and Whereas, our host, Vinnie "You Tube" Del Casino, alias Vinnie Viagra, in his presentation on the ". . . body politics of sexuopharmaceuticals, " shared his thoughts on the rigid construction of male sexuality, reaffi rming his position as a pillar of the community, and Whereas, in truth, the Resolutions Committee found itself a bit exasperated by a lack of material for these resolutions because of the smooth running of these meetings, challenging our Alaskan friends to remedy this situation next year or this committee, like Douglas McArthur's old soldiers, may just fade away, Therefore be it resolved that we profoundly thank our host geographers from CSULB for a truly splendid meeting-well-organized, well-attended, and full of scholarly and social interchange-setting a standard that future organizers will seek to emulate.
